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1. Due to a guilty conscience, the suspect finally __ to accidentally hitting the old woman. 

(A) agreed (B) confessed (C) declined (D) reckoned 

2. The images in my dream were so __ that I could remember everything that happened when I woke 

up. 

(A) true (B) vague (C) varied (D) vivid 

• 3. Whenever you have a bad headache, you should take some aspirin. It will make you feel better and 

will your pam. 

(A) ease (B) retrieve (C) revive CD) repress 

4. Can you clean up the mess right away? I really can't __ it any more. 

(A) put up with (B) come up with (C) live up to (D) agree with 

5. Edward was very __ when we told him about our plan. We're sure that he will enjoy it a lot. 

(A) enthusiastic (B) confounded (C) dejected (D) enriched 

6. Bystanders of the flash mob incidents were all __ 

(A) impaired (B) endorsed (C) envisioned (D) bewildered 

7. With society becoming increasingly affluent, criminals these days are much better __ than before. 

(A) handicapped (B) deterred (C) dispelled (D) armed 

8. Cats are excellent hunters, because they have extremely __ senses. 

(A) real (B) high (C) keen (D) kind 

9. Comparing clustered people to ..~_rats, some observers argued that crowded cities would turn into 

urban sinks. 

(A) trapped (B) deadly (C) scattered (D) kill 

10. To stage fright, you will need to practice the scene from the play again and again. 

(A) overdue (B) reserve (C) improve (D) overcome 

11. Computer hackers are often, but not necessarily, computer __ 

(A) producers (B) prodigies (C) indigenes (D) laymen 

12. Research has shown that students can learn as much from __ as they do from their teachers. 

(A) peers (B) peels (C) pears (D) peas 

13. Over the past decades, combining traditional music from Africa, Latin America, and Asia with 


Western pop and jazz has become __ 


(A) commonplace (B) command (C) commitment (D) comedy 

14. Ordinary sound waves usually ~.__ out in all directions, but ultrasonic waves can be sent out 


in a straight beam. 


(A) spread (B) spit (C) strike (D) squash 

15. That super model looks gorgeous anytime and anywhere, but always seems to be __ 

(A) reproachable (B) inaccessible (C) detachable (D) reliable 
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16. You don't look well. Why don't you stop a rest? 

(A) to take (B) taking (C) to have taken (D) to make 

17. Let's not go out tonight, because it's freezing cold outside. I stay at home. 

(A) would have (B) rather than (C) would rather (D) had better 

18. that we were doing the right thing, I kept working on the project. 

(A) To convince (B) Convince (C) Convincing (D) Convinced 

19. Mother in the kitchen when the doorbell rang. 

(A) had cooked (B) was cooked (C) was cooking (D) cooked 

20. Although I have been living in London for so many years, I __ back to Taiwan every year to meet 

my friends. 

(A) go (B) am going (C) went (D) have gone 

21. You'll have to hand in the written assignment as soon as you get it ___. 

(A) finished (B) to be finished (C) finishing (D) to finish 

22. It was __ the next morning that I came up with a good solution. 

(A) after (B) until (C) before (D) not until 

23. I hardly ever swim now, but I when I was a kid. 

(A) used to (B) used to doing it (C) was used to do (D) used to it 

· 24. people have learned much from the behavior of animals is hardly new. 

(A) That (B) Those (C) What (D) Many 

25. He remembered his briefcase in the taxi, so he called the taxi company to ask about it. 

(A) leaving (B) to leave (C) left (D) to be left 

26. I couldn't find , so I took this one instead. 

(A) a large coat enough 	 (B) a coat enough large (C) an enough large coat (D) a large enough 

coat 

27. Without people's help, the police would never the thief. 

(A) have caught (B) catch (C) have been catching (D) caught 

28. Mark had trouble the piano well. 

(A) to play (B) play (C) playing (D) played 

29. sales have dropped off recently, we need to find some other ways to end the decline. 

(A) If (B) Although (C) Since (D) When 

30. Not until midnight __ the guests begin to leave. 

(A) did (B) were (C) are (D) do 
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During childhood, sisters and brothers are a major part of each other's lives, for better 

or for __31 . As adults, they may drift 32_ as they become involved in their own 

careers, marriages, and families. But in later life, with retirement, empty nest, and parents 

and sometimes spouses gone, sisters and brothers often ___33 back to each other for a 

special_34_ and link to the past. Critical events can also bring siblings together or deepen 

an existing rift. Parental sickness or death is the _35_ example. Researchers have found 

that siblings immersed _36_ rivalry and conflict are even more _37_ apart by the death 

or sickness of a parent. Many people admit that they are either _38_ or indifferent toward 

their siblings. Reasons for the rifts range _39_ inheritance disputes to animosity between 

spouses. But many of those who have poor sibling relationships feel guilt and 40 . 

31. (A) good (B) worse (C) best (D) much 

32. (A) a part (B) party (C) some part (D) apart 

33. (A) turn (B) give (C) return (D) take 

34. (A) infidelity (B) infinity (C) affability (D) affinity 

35. (A) lame (B) prime (C) tamed (D) rhymed 

36. (A) with (B) between (C) in (D) over 

37. (A) tone (B) turn (C) tear (D) torn 

38. (A) hostile (B) panic (C) miserable (D) infectious 

39. (A) in (B) from (C) within (D) because of 

40. (A) remorse (B) pride (C) envy (D) confusion 
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